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in response to the rotation of the rotary stamp holder.
The rotary stamp holder is provided with a rotary stamp

thereon. The rotary stamp holder is rotated together with
the rotary stamp. In the above conventional rotary stamp

printing mechanism, the rotary stamp and the rotary
stamp holder are superposed on one another, so that

dust can easily stick to the rotary stamp. When the rotary
stamp is formed of a delicate material such as copper,

and the rotary stamp is rotated at high speed, the rotary
stamp and the rotary stamp holder are also rotated at

high speed. Therefore, the rotary stamp is easily injured.
It is considered that the above problem can be solved by
forming the rotary stamp holder from a material which is
easy to machined. However, the machining of the rotary

stamp holder is complicated, and machining time is
increased. In the above conventional rotary stamp

printing mechanism, the rotary stamp and the rotary
stamp holder are superposed on one another, and both

the rotary stamp and the rotary stamp holder are
rotated. Therefore, the rotary stamp and the rotary

stamp holder are rotated at high speed at the same time.
The rotary stamp printing mechanism cannot precisely

print characters in response to the rotation of the rotary
stamp holder. Japanese Utility Model Registration No.

2516147 discl
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